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Impaired breathing, cardiac function, and arousal during and after seizures are important causes of morbidity and mortality. Previous
work suggests that these changes are associated with depressed brainstem function in the ictal and post-ictal periods. Lower brainstem
serotonergic systems are postulated to play an important role in cardiorespiratory changes during and after seizures, whereas upper
brainstem serotonergic and other systems regulate arousal. However, direct demonstration of seizure-associated neuronal activity
changes in brainstem serotonergic regions has been lacking. Here, we performed multiunit and single-unit recordings from medullary
raphe and midbrain dorsal raphe nuclei in an established rat seizure model while measuring changes in breathing rate and depth as well
as heart rate. Serotonergic neurons were identified by immunohistochemistry. Respiratory rate, tidal volume, and minute ventilation
were all significantly decreased during and after seizures in this model. We found that population firing of neurons in the medullary and
midbrain raphe on multiunit recordings was significantly decreased during the ictal and post-ictal periods. Single-unit recordings from
identified serotonergic neurons in the medullary raphe revealed highly consistently decreased firing during and after seizures. In
contrast, firing of midbrain raphe serotonergic neurons was more variable, with a mixture of increases and decreases. The markedly
suppressed firing of medullary serotonergic neurons supports their possible role in simultaneously impaired cardiorespiratory function
in seizures. Decreased arousal likely arises from depressed population activity of several neuronal pools in the upper brainstem and
forebrain. These findings have important implications for preventing morbidity and mortality in people living with epilepsy.
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Introduction
Seizures can affect brain function both locally and remotely
through different circuits and mechanisms causing impaired
arousal, cardiorespiratory changes, and, in some cases, death.
Repeated cardiorespiratory dysfunction during and after seizures

may contribute to chronic hypoxic brain damage and to long-
term deficits in epilepsy (Schridde et al., 2008; Choy et al., 2014).
More acutely, sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP) is a
condition in which patients with epilepsy die suddenly, usually
during or after a seizure and with no other identifiable cause of
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Significance Statement

Seizures often cause impaired breathing, cardiac dysfunction, and loss of consciousness. The brainstem and, specifically, brain-
stem serotonin neurons are thought to play an important role in controlling breathing, cardiac function, and arousal. We used an
established rat seizure model to study the overall neuronal activity in the brainstem as well as firing of specific serotonin neurons
while measuring cardiorespiratory function. Our results demonstrated overall decreases in brainstem neuronal activity and
marked downregulation of lower brainstem serotonin neuronal firing in association with decreased breathing and heart rate
during and after seizures. These findings point the way toward new treatments to augment brainstem function and serotonin,
aiming to prevent seizure complications and reduce morbidity and mortality in people living with epilepsy.
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death. SUDEP is likely due to a combination of seizure-induced
cardiovascular, breathing, and arousal impairment (Bateman et
al., 2010; Richerson and Buchanan, 2011; Ryvlin et al., 2013;
Sowers et al., 2013). Serotonin is known to play a key role in
regulating all of these functions via arousal-modulating and car-
diorespiratory control centers in the upper and lower brainstem,
respectively (Bradley et al., 2002; Severson et al., 2003; Richerson,
2004; Buchanan and Richerson, 2010); however, the specific
changes in electrical activity of brainstem serotonergic neurons
during seizures have not previously been investigated directly.

Recent work from animal models has demonstrated that de-
pression of upper brainstem ascending arousal systems during
and after seizures may be necessary and sufficient for impaired
conscious arousal (Blumenfeld et al., 2004b, 2012; Englot et al.,
2008, 2009, 2010; Gummadavelli et al., 2015; Motelow et al.,
2015; Furman et al., 2015). We propose that similar mechanisms
may also depress lower brainstem modulatory function during
seizures, including serotonergic neurons in the medullary raphe,
contributing to cardiorespiratory impairment during and after
seizures.

Previous work suggests that the pathophysiology of SUDEP
overlaps with sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), which has
been linked to abnormalities of the brainstem serotonergic sys-
tem leading to apnea and death (Buchanan and Richerson, 2009;
Richerson and Buchanan, 2011; Sowers et al., 2013). Serotonergic
neurons in the midbrain dorsal raphe project rostrally to modu-
late cognition, mood, and arousal, whereas serotonergic neurons
in the medullary raphe project caudally to modulate breathing,
cardiac, and other functions (Kinney et al., 2009; Buchanan and
Richerson, 2010). Serotonergic 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) neu-
rons in both the medullary and midbrain raphe are central chemo-
receptors and are highly sensitive to pH and CO2 (Richerson, 1995;
Severson et al., 2003; Richerson, 2004). Lmx1b f/f/p mice lacking al-
most all 5-HT neurons showed decreased ventilation in response to
PCO2 stimulation (Hodges et al., 2008), impaired arousal from sleep
in response to inspired CO2 (Buchanan and Richerson, 2010), and
increased mortality after electrically induced seizures (Buchanan et
al., 2014).

This research aimed to determine changes in the firing of
medullary and midbrain raphe neurons during and after seizures
in an established rodent seizure model. We first investigated the
population firing of neurons using multiunit recordings in the
medullary and midbrain raphe and then identified single seroto-
nergic neurons using juxtacellar recordings and immunohisto-
chemistry. Parallel measurements of breathing plethysmography
and heart rate by EKG enabled us to determine changes in brain-
stem serotonergic neuronal activity associated with impaired car-
diorespiratory function during and after seizures.

Materials and Methods
Animals
All procedures were conducted under approved protocols of Yale Uni-
versity’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). A total
of 39 adult female Sprague Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories)

weighing 196 –285 g were used in this research. Twenty-three animals
were used for multiunit activity (MUA) recordings in the dorsal raphe
and medullary raphe nuclei and 16 for juxtacellular single-unit activity
recordings. Breathing data were obtained during and after seizures for 19
animals and EKG data for 12 animals.

Breathing measurements
Respiratory function was recorded via a modified head-out-pleth-
ysmography method, which is based on a previously described setup
(Cummings and Frappell, 2009). We made minor changes that facilitated
assessment of breathing parameters such as percentage change in minute
ventilation, tidal volume, and breathing frequency while the rat re-
mained in the stereotaxis in our acute seizure model. Briefly, we first fixed
a mask made from a 1.5 inch piece of SILASTIC tubing (Tygon R-3603,
outer diameter 5/8 inch, inner diameter 1/2 inch) over the snout of the
animal with tissue glue (Loctite, D4236), leaving the front teeth accessible
to the stereotaxis bite bar. Next, we sealed the opposite end of the tubing
mask to a small-volume chamber, which was constructed by juxtaposing
the concave faces of the rubber gaskets from one 50 ml and one 20 ml
syringe as described previously (Cummings and Frappell, 2009). Two
small connectors (tube-to-tube, 1/8 inch to1/16 inch reducing straight
connectors, McMaster Carr, 53055K514) were inserted into the other
side of the gasket chamber for two tubes, one for gas inflow and one for
outflow. Inflow of room air was provided by an air pump (Whisper 10
Aquarium; Tetra), and outflow by the wall vacuum controlled by a
subminiature vacuum regulator (Airtrol, V-800-30). Before all experi-
ments, the steady-state flow rate of both the inflow and outflow was
adjusted to 160 ml/min using a direct reading air flowmeter (Cole Par-
mer, EW-32003-10). To measure breathing, a respiratory flow head (AD-
Instruments, MLT10L) was inserted 10 cm from the inflow side of the
chamber, and a differential pressure transducer (ultra-low pressure/high
sensitivity pressure transducer DC002NDR5; Honeywell) was connected
to both sides of the flow head to measure the pressure drop across the
resistance of the flow head wire mesh. Breathing was monitored through-
out the experiments and signals from the pressure transducer were digi-
tized at 1000 Hz and recorded using a CED Power 1401 and Spike2
software (CED).

EKG measurements
Two copper electrodes (30-40-2, male amphenol pins; FHC) were at-
tached to the two sides of the rat chest wall to obtain EKG data. The chest
skin was shaved, Quik-Gel (#92000015; Compumedics Neuromedical
Supplies) applied around the electrodes to increase conductance, and
sterile adhesive bandages were used to fix the electrodes in place. EKG
data were amplified (1000�) with a differential amplifier (A-M Systems,
1800) and then digitized at 1000 Hz using a CED Power 1401 and Spike2
software (CED).

MUA recordings from medullary raphe and dorsal raphe
As described previously (Englot et al., 2008), for surgical procedures,
animals were first deeply anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (90/15
mg/kg, i.m.). Responsiveness to pain was checked every 15 min by toe
pinch. A heating pad was used to keep the body temperature constant at
�37°C. A bipolar stainless steel electrode (50 –100 k� resistance; Plastics
One, E363/2-2TW) was placed stereotactically in the dorsal hippocam-
pus (HC) on the right side with the following coordinates, all in mm
relative to bregma: anteroposterior (AP) �3.8; mediolateral (ML) �2.5;
superior–inferior (SI) �3.2 for stimulation and for recording local field
potential (LFP) signals. A steel screw (0 – 80 � 3/32; Plastics One) was
implanted into the skull just caudal to the hippocampal burr hole to help
fix the electrode by applying acrylic dental cement (Lang Dental Manu-
facturing, powder: REF 1220, jet liquid: REF 1403). The two tips of the
electrodes were shaved off 0.5 mm of insulation, separated by �0.5 mm,
and put into the brain in the coronal plane. For recording LFP and MUA
in the medullary raphe and dorsal raphe, we placed a high-impedance
monopolar electrode (2– 4 M� resistance; FHC, UEWMGGSEDNNM)
with the following coordinates: AP �11.0 to �14.0, ML �0.3 to �0.3, SI
�9.0 to �11.0 for medullary raphe; and AP �7.3 to �8.8, ML �0.3 to
�0.3, SI �6.2 to �7.0 for midbrain dorsal raphe (approached at 30° to
the midline). All stereotactic coordinates (Paxinos and Watson, 1998) are
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final electrode tip locations in millimeters relative to bregma. Seizure
induction and electrophysiological recordings took place between 1 and
4 h after electrode implantation.

The methods for induction of partial and secondarily generalized lim-
bic seizures were described in detail previously (Englot et al., 2008). In
brief, seizures were induced from a lightly anesthetized state attained by
waiting at least 1 h after the most recent dose of ketamine/xylazine, but
ensuring continued unresponsiveness to toe pinch (checked every 15
min) and immediately administering supplemental anesthetic if any
movement or other response such as increased heart rate or respirations
occurred. The lightly anesthetized state thus established reduced con-
founding effects of anesthetics while maintaining a humane experimen-
tal paradigm approved by our IACUC. We delivered a 2 s, 60 Hz, biphasic
square-wave 1 ms per phase stimulus train to the bipolar hippocampal
electrode using an isolated pulse stimulator (A-M Systems, 2100) with
stimuli titrated between 150 and 1500 �A to induce seizures lasting at
least 30 s after the stimulus. HC LFP signals were amplified (�1000) and
filtered (1–500 Hz) using a Microelectrode AC Amplifier (A-M Systems,
1800). Medullary and midbrain raphe signals were broad-band filtered
from 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz (�1000 gain) using the same amplifier and then
filtered with an analog filter (unity gain; Krohn-Hite, model 3364) into
LFP (0.1–100 Hz) and MUA signals (400 Hz to 10 kHz). All electrophys-
iology signals were digitized and recorded (sampling rate 1 kHz for LFP,
20 kHz for MUA) using a Power 1401 (CED) and Spike2 software (CED).
At the conclusion of experiments, the location of all electrodes were
verified by histology (described below).

Juxtacellular recordings from medullary raphe and dorsal raphe
Animal preparation, electrodes in HC, and seizure induction were
conducted in the same way as described above. Extracellular single-unit
activity recordings were acquired using the juxtacellular method
(Pinault, 1996; Motelow et al., 2015). Briefly, glass electrodes were used
to collect single-unit activity data of both medullary raphe and dorsal
raphe regions targeting the same coordinates as above with a microma-
nipulator (Sutter Instruments, MPC-325). 1.5 mm � 100 mm borosili-
cate glass capillaries (#1B150F-4, World Precision Instruments) were
pulled on a Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments,
P-1000 horizontal puller), which were then bumped under a microscope
to produce a flat electrode tip and filled with 3% Neurobiotin (Vector
Laboratories, SP-1120) in saline (0.9% NaCl). Only those electrodes with
a resistance of 15–30 M� were used during experiments. An
Axoclamp-2B amplifier (Molecular Devices, �10 gain, current-clamp
mode) was used to acquire single-unit activity signals digitized at 20,000
Hz using a Power 1401 and Spike2 software (CED). Once a neuron was
stably recorded from during the baseline, seizure, and recovery periods, it
was labeled by passing current pulses (0.7–50 nA, pulse duration 150
milliseconds, 3 Hz) through the electrode tip to drive firing as described
previously (Ros et al., 2009; Motelow et al., 2015). Locations of recorded
cells were obtained by histology as described in the next section.

Immunohistochemistry and microscopy
At the end of all experiments, animals were euthanized via intraperito-
neal injection of Euthasol (Schein) to verify histologically the location of
electrodes and neurons. Animals were perfused through the cardiac
ventricle with heparinized saline, followed by 500 ml of cold fresh 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution, and then brains were collected and
postfixed for 24 –72 h in PFA.

Brains were sliced at 100 �M thickness for MUA recordings and 60 �M

thickness for juxtacellular cellular recordings using a vibratome (Leica,
VT1000S) at the region surrounding the level of recordings. For MUA
recordings in the midbrain or medullary raphe, slices were incubated in a
series of solutions at room temperature listed below to obtain staining of
serotonergic neurons: 30 min in blocking buffer containing 5% donkey
serum (Sigma-Aldrich, D9663) in PBS with 0.3% Triton-X (PBS-T);
overnight in primary antibody of monoclonal mouse anti-tryptophan
hydroxylase (Sigma-Aldrich, T0678) in blocking buffer (1:500); 3 10 min
washes of PBS-T; 2 h in secondary antibody of Alexa Fluor 647 donkey
anti-mouse IgG (H�L) (Life Technologies, A-31571) in blocking buffer
(1:500); and then 2 10 min PBS-T washes and 1 10 min PBS wash. Slices

were mounted for microscopy using Vectashield mounting medium with
4�,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Vector Laboratories, H-1200) to
label cell nuclei and sealed with nail polish. The location of multiunit
recording electrode tracts and serotonergic neurons were then identified
using a Leica DM5500 Microsystems microscope and the Leica LAS Mi-
croimage system.

For juxtacellular recordings, 30 – 40 slices were collected and incu-
bated in a diluted cyanine 3-conjugated to streptavidin (Jackson Immu-
noResearch) in blocking buffer 1:1000) for 3 h. After three 10 min washes
in PBS-T, slices were “wet mounted” and inspected under the Leica
DM5500 Microsystems to identify Neurobiotin-filled cells. The slices
containing the cell bodies were then stained for serotonergic neurons and
mounted for microscopy as described above. Confocal images were ob-
tained on a Zeiss LSM 710 Duo NLO/multiphoton microscope using a
C-Apochromat 63�/1.2 W Corr objective to determine whether
Neurobiotin-filled cells were also stained for tryptophan hydroxylase.

Data analysis
Breathing data analysis. Digitized breathing data from the pressure trans-
ducer were analyzed initially in Spike2 and then using in-house software
written in MATLAB (The MathWorks). The peak pressure of each res-
piration was determined using a built-in function of Spike2. The times of
these events were exported to MATLAB, which was used to calculate the
respiratory rate. Because the breathing trace was proportional to flow, we
obtained a measure proportional to tidal volume by calculating the inte-
gral of the breathing trace amplitude (absolute value) and dividing by the
number of breaths per unit time (Cummings and Frappell, 2009). Min-
ute ventilation was defined as the average tidal volume during an epoch
multiplied by the number of breaths and divided by the number of min-
utes in that epoch. Breathing data were analyzed during epochs of base-
line (30 – 0 s before stimulus), seizure period (the whole period of
hippocampal seizure activity based on polyspike activity in the LFP), and
the post-ictal period (0 –30 s after seizure). All values were expressed as
percentage change relative to preseizure baseline, or 100 � (value �
baseline)/baseline. When more than one seizure was triggered in an an-
imal, we consistently used the first seizure’s breathing data from each
animal for analysis. Statistical significance was assessed at p of 0.05 with
Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons in the ictal and
post-ictal periods.

MUA analysis. Recordings of MUA were analyzed using in-house soft-
ware written on MATLAB (R2009a, Mathworks). Baseline, seizure and
post-ictal epoch were defined as for the breathing data analysis. Root
mean squared (RMS) voltage was calculated by squaring the signal, tak-
ing the mean in one-second nonoverlapping bins and then taking the
square root. For group analysis we calculated percentage change from the
30 s of baseline before seizure initiation, using a statistical threshold p of
0.05 with Holm-Bonferroni correction as above. When more than one
seizure was obtained per animal we used a conservative approach by first
taking averages within animals and then performed statistics across ani-
mals (sample size � number of animals), although very similar results
were obtained if instead statistics were performed across seizures. We
used RMS as an estimate of action potential firing because this approach
has been validated previously under normal conditions and during sei-
zures (Logothetis et al., 2001; Shmuel et al., 2006; Englot et al., 2009;
Mishra et al., 2011) and template matching may be unreliable for analysis
of MUA during seizures (Schridde et al., 2008).

Juxtacellular analysis. Spike sorting on the juxtacellular recordings was
performed using Spike2 (CED, v5.20a) and recordings were then ana-
lyzed using in-house software written on MATLAB (R2009a, Math-
works). Analyses were performed only on recorded serotonergic neurons
identified by histology. Group firing rate analyses of single-unit activity
(SUA) for each group (serotonergic neurons for midbrain and medullary
raphe) were performed using paired two-tailed t tests comparing the
firing rate over the course of the seizure (seizure) and the first 30 s after
seizure (post-ictal) with the last 30 s before seizure initiation (baseline).
In animals with multiple seizures or multiple neurons recorded we
again took averages first within animals and then performed statistics
across animals. Significance threshold was p of 0.05, Holm-
Bonferroni corrected.
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EKG analysis. Digitized EKG data were analyzed initially in Spike2 and
then using in-house software written in MATLAB. The peak of the EKG
trace for each systolic-diastolic cycle was determined using a built-in
function of Spike2. The times of these events were exported to MATLAB
which was used to calculate the heart rate. Baseline, seizure and post-ictal
epochs were defined as for the breathing and unit activity data analyses,
and similarly percentage change in heart rate was calculated for the ictal
and post-ictal periods with Holm-Bonferroni corrected significance
threshold p of 0.05.

Results
Impaired cardiorespiratory function in the ictal and
post-ictal periods
We collected breathing data during acute seizures in 19 animals
with simultaneous MUA or juxtacellular recordings, and EKG
data under the same conditions from 12 of these animals. Breath-
ing was markedly impaired during and after seizures, with aver-
age minute ventilation decreased by 38% during seizures and by
49% in the post-ictal period (both p 	 0.001) due to simultane-
ous decreases in both respiratory rate and tidal volume (Fig. 1A).
Representative examples of impaired breathing during and after
seizures are also shown in the lower traces of Figures 2B, 3B, 5C,
and 7C.

Average heart rate showed a more modest decrease of 6%
during seizures, with a slightly more prominent 9% decrease in
the post-ictal period (p 	 0.05; Fig. 1A).

MUA decreases in medullary and midbrain raphe during and
after seizures
MUA recordings provide a window into the overall population
firing of neurons in local brain regions. We targeted our MUA
recordings to the medullary and midbrain raphe nuclei because
these regions are known to contain serotonergic and other neu-
rons important for control of cardiorespiratory function and

arousal (Bradley et al., 2002; Severson et al., 2003; Jordan, 2005;
Buchanan and Richerson, 2010). In both the medullary and mid-
brain raphe, MUA was markedly reduced during seizures, as well
as in the post-ictal period (Figs. 2, 3). On average, MUA in the
medullary raphe was reduced by 29 
 8% (mean 
 SEM) during
seizures and by 34 
 6% in the post-ictal period; MUA in the
midbrain raphe was reduced by 25 
 7% during seizures and by
34 
 6% in the post-ictal period (p 	 0.001 for all; Fig. 1B). These
findings demonstrate robust decreases in firing of neurons in the
midbrain and medullary raphe regions. Locations of electrodes
were determined histologically and confirmed that many of the
neurons surrounding the electrode tips were serotonergic (Fig.
4). However, with MUA recordings, it was not possible to distin-
guish firing of serotonergic from other neurons contributing to
the changes in population activity observed during seizures.

Average firing of serotonergic neurons decreases in medulla
but not in midbrain raphe
To identify the firing rate changes of identified 5-HT neurons
during and after seizures, we next performed extracellular single-
unit recordings and labeled individual 5-HT neurons using the
juxtacellular method in both the medulla and midbrain. With
this approach, we found that firing of medullary raphe serotoner-
gic neurons was markedly reduced during both the ictal and post-
ictal periods at the same time that breathing was severely
depressed (Fig. 5A). On average, the firing rate of identified sero-
tonergic neurons was reduced by 40 
 16% during seizures and
by 38 
 18% in the post-ictal period (p 	 0.05 for both) (Fig. 1B).
Recorded serotonergic neurons were identified by combined
staining for neurobiotin from the recording electrode and tryp-
tophan hydroxylase (Fig. 6A). The locations of all recovered med-
ullary raphe serotonergic neurons recorded during seizures are
shown in Figure 6C.

Figure 1. Effects of seizures on cardiorespiratory function and brainstem neuronal activity. A, Cardiorespiratory effects of seizures induced by 2 s of hippocampal stimulation. Mean minute
ventilation, respiratory rate, tidal volume, and heart rate all decrease in the ictal and post-ictal periods compared with 30 s of preseizure baseline. B, Effects of seizures on neuronal activity in the
medullary raphe and midbrain dorsal raphe nuclei. Mean MUA from the medullary and midbrain raphe and SUA from medullary 5-HT neurons decreased in the ictal and post-ictal periods. Mean SUA
of 5-HT neurons in the midbrain dorsal raphe was not significantly changed by seizures. Locations of recording electrodes and neurons are shown in Figures 4 and 6. Sample sizes (n, animals) are
indicated. One seizure per animal was analyzed for A. For B, the number of seizures analyzed were 63 for MUA in medulla, 58 for MUA in midbrain, 8 for SUA in medulla, and 10 for SUA in midbrain.
Error bars indicate SEM. *p � 0.05; **p 	 0.005, Holm–Bonferroni corrected.
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Interestingly, although the midbrain dorsal raphe MUA pop-
ulation firing was markedly reduced during and after seizures, as
already described (Fig. 3), serotonergic neurons in this region
did not show consistently reduced firing (Fig. 7). On average,
the firing rate of midbrain raphe serotonergic neurons showed
nonsignificant increases of 22 
 25% during seizures and 16 

38% in the post-ictal period (both NS; Fig. 1B). Locations of
all recorded midbrain raphe serotonergic neurons are shown
in Figure 6D.

The firing of medullary raphe serotonergic neurons decreased
consistently (in 8 of 8 neurons) during seizures, as shown in raster
plots for individual cells (Fig. 8A,B). Midbrain raphe serotoner-
gic neurons in contrast showed more variable changes in firing,
with 7 of 10 neurons showing increases and 3 of 10 showing
decreases during seizures (Fig. 8C,D; � 2 � 9.16, p 	 0.003; for
changes in medullary vs midbrain 5-HT neurons).

Discussion
We investigated neuronal activity in the medulla and midbrain
raphe during ictal and post-ictal cardiorespiratory impairment in
an established rodent seizure model. Using recordings of MUA,
we found markedly reduced population firing of neurons in the
medullary and midbrain raphe nuclei during and after seizures.
Juxtacellular recordings from single histologically verified sero-
tonergic neurons revealed highly consistent reduced firing of
5-HT neurons in the medulla during and after seizures; however,

the firing of midbrain 5-HT neurons was more variable. These
finding suggest a model in which depressed firing of specific se-
rotonergic neurons in the medulla may be most strongly associ-
ated with reduced output of nearby medullary cardiorespiratory
control centers, whereas more general depressed activity in mid-
brain raphe and other nearby upper brainstem modulatory re-
gions leads to depressed arousal (Motelow et al., 2015; Furman
et al., 2015).

Although cardiac, breathing, and arousal effects of seizures have
long been recognized, the specific mechanisms by which seizures
cause these changes have been relatively neglected (Surges and
Sander, 2012; Sowers et al., 2013; Massey et al., 2014; Sedigh-
Sarvestani et al., 2015). Changes in cardiorespiratory and arousal
functions with seizures have consequences for both chronic and
acute morbidity and mortality in epilepsy. Acute cardiovascular
changes, hypoventilation, and apnea can significantly increase mor-
bidity and mortality in seizures (Goldman et al., 2009; Moseley et al.,
2013). In addition, over time, repeated seizures with intense neuro-
nal activity in vulnerable regions such as the hippocampus depletes
local oxygen levels (Schridde et al., 2008; Choy et al., 2014). This may
be exacerbated by systemic hypoxia and hypoperfusion during sei-
zures leading to chronic hypoxic brain damage, ultimately contrib-
uting to long-term epilepsy comorbidities including cognitive
impairment and psychosocial dysfunction (Selassie et al., 2014;
Shorvon, 2014; Mula and Cock, 2015).

Figure 2. Decreased MUA in medullary raphe and reduced breathing during seizure. A, Seizure induced by 2 s stimulation of HC. After the stimulus, fast polyspike activity is seen in the HC LFP. MUA
from the medullary raphe shows marked suppression of neuronal firing during the seizure with gradual recovery in the post-ictal period. Respiratory trace shows breathing flow amplitude
(proportional to volume) and rate both decreased markedly during the ictal and post-ictal periods. B, Expanded segments of data from baseline, seizure, post-ictal, and recovery periods from the
boxed regions in A.
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Furthermore, acute cardiorespiratory
changes in the ictal and post-ictal periods
may create a state of increased vulnerabil-
ity to catastrophic cardiorespiratory arrest
and SUDEP (Bateman et al., 2010; Richer-
son and Buchanan, 2011; Ryvlin et al.,
2013; Sowers et al., 2013; Massey et al.,
2014). SUDEP is the most common cause
of premature death in people with epi-
lepsy (Ficker, 2000; Pedley and Hauser,
2002; Shorvon and Tomson, 2011).
Recent work suggests that cardiac dys-
function (Surges et al., 2010; Surges and
Sander, 2012), impaired respiratory drive,
and decreased arousal in the ictal and
post-ictal periods are all important factors
in triggering SUDEP (Richerson and Bu-
chanan, 2011; Ryvlin et al., 2013; Sowers
et al., 2013; Massey et al., 2014). Although
the current model does not investigate
SUDEP per se, it does provide novel in-
sights into the fundamental mechanisms
for brainstem impairment induced by sei-
zures, particularly in key serotonergic
modulatory regions that may contribute

Figure 3. Decreased MUA in midbrain dorsal raphe and reduced breathing during seizure. A, Seizure induced by 2 s of stimulation of HC. After the stimulus, fast polyspike activity is seen
in the HC LFP. MUA from the midbrain dorsal raphe shows marked suppression of neuronal firing during the seizure with gradual recovery in the post-ictal period. Respiratory trace shows
breathing flow amplitude (proportional to volume) and rate both decreased markedly during the ictal and post-ictal periods. B, Expanded segments of data from baseline, seizure,
post-ictal, and recovery periods from the boxed regions in A.

Figure 4. Serotonergic neurons in regions of medullary and midbrain MUA recordings. A, Histology example from
medullary raphe MUA recording: a coronal section at approximately AP �10.3 mm. B, Example from midbrain dorsal raphe
MUA recording: coronal section at approximately �7.64 mm. Red boxes in A1 and B1 represent the general regions where
serotonergic nuclei are located in the medulla and midbrain, respectively. A2 and B2 show an overview of tryptophan
hydroxylase (TPOH) and nuclear DAPI staining of the target slices. A3 and B3 are expanded views of white boxes in A2 and
B2, showing serotonergic and other neurons in the vicinity of the MUA electrode tips. Scale bars: A2, 1 mm; B2, 500 �m;
A3, 50 �m; B3, 100 �m. A1 and A2 are reproduced with permission from Paxinos and Watson (1998).
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to a vulnerable state of cardiorespiratory and arousal impair-
ment increasing SUDEP risk. A recent landmark study of
SUDEP cases during video/EEG monitoring revealed marked
post-ictal cardiac and respiratory abnormalities, followed by
apnea and then finally asystole (Ryvlin et al., 2013). Control of
both breathing and cardiovascular function depends on the
medulla. It has been proposed that, as in SIDS, ictal and post-
ictal breathing is depressed because of a reduced brainstem
serotonergic response to CO2 (Buchanan and Richerson, 2009;
Richerson and Buchanan, 2011; Sowers et al., 2013; Massey et
al., 2014). Normally, PCO2-sensitive 5-HT neurons in the
medullary raphe stimulate breathing through projections to
other medullary breathing control centers such as the pre-
Bötzinger complex (Bradley et al., 2002; Richerson, 2004).
Reduced 5-HT can cause post-ictal respiratory arrest and
death in animal models (Brennan et al., 1997; Buchanan et al.,
2014) that are preventable by a selective-serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (Faingold et al., 2010; Faingold et al., 2011). The
present findings showing consistently reduced firing of sero-
tonergic neurons in the medullary raphe during and after sei-
zures provide key direct mechanistic evidence for suppression
of medullary 5-HT neuronal activity in the ictal and post-ictal
periods. The results further support a possible role for
serotonin-based treatments to prevent these potentially
deadly changes.

Altered cardiac function is also common during and after
seizures; these include arrhythmias, tachycardia, and bradycar-
dia, as we observed in our model (Goldman et al., 2009; Moseley
et al., 2013; Sedigh-Sarvestani et al., 2015). Cardiac control de-
pends on lower brainstem circuits, including parasympathetic
outputs from the dorsal vagal nucleus and sympathetic outputs
from the rostral ventrolateral medulla, regulated by nucleus trac-
tus solitarius and caudal ventrolateral medulla (Blessing, 1997).
The cardiac control regions are under major neuromodulatory
influence from medullary serotonergic as well as noradrenergic
and cholinergic inputs (Blessing, 1997; Jordan, 2005; Dehkordi et
al., 2007). Our finding of markedly decreased firing in medullary
raphe serotonergic neurons during and after seizures contributes
to this picture of impaired lower brainstem neuromodulatory
control of cardiac function associated with seizures.

The mechanisms for depressed lower brainstem function with
seizures are presently unknown, but may resemble depressed up-
per brainstem control of arousal, in which descending inhibition
has been postulated to play an important role (Englot and Blu-
menfeld, 2009; Li et al., 2015; Motelow et al., 2015). Converging
evidence supports the “network inhibition hypothesis” in which
seizures propagate to GABAergic inhibitory neurons, which in
turn depress subcortical arousal in the upper brainstem, leading
to loss of consciousness (Norden and Blumenfeld, 2002; Blumen-
feld, 2012). Prior work from both human patients (Blumenfeld et

Figure 5. Medullary raphe 5-HT neuron decreases firing during and after seizure. A, Seizure induced by 2 s stimulation of HC. After the stimulus, fast polyspike activity is seen in the
HC LFP. Single unit activity (SUA) from the medullary raphe serotonergic neuron shows marked suppression of neuronal firing during the seizure with gradual recovery in the post-ictal
period. Respiratory trace shows breathing flow amplitude and rate both decreased markedly during the ictal and post-ictal periods. B, Expanded segments of data from baseline, seizure,
post-ictal, and recovery periods from the boxed regions in A.
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al., 2004a, 2004b, 2009; Englot et al., 2010; Cunningham et al.,
2014) and rodent seizure models (Englot et al., 2008, 2009; Gum-
madavelli et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Motelow et al., 2015; Furman
et al., 2015) suggest that depressed cortical function and impaired
consciousness during seizures can be produced by seizure prop-

agation to subcortical structures, leading to inhibition of upper
brainstem arousal circuits. Impaired consciousness during and
after seizures significantly affects quality of life and may also re-
duce patients’ ability to wake up when lying prone with an ob-
structed airway, thereby contributing to SUDEP (Buchanan and

Figure 6. Histology of 5-HT neurons studied by juxtacellular recordings in medulla and midbrain. A, Labeled medullary raphe 5-HT cell recorded juxtacellularly, stained for tryptophan hydroxylase (TPOH) in
A1, Neurobiotin (NBiotin) in A2, and merge in A3. B, Labeled midbrain dorsal raphe 5-HT cell recorded juxtacellularly, stained for TPOH in B1, Neurobiotin in B2, and merge in B3. Scale bars, 10�m. C, Locations
of all recorded 5-HT neurons in the medulla (n � 8). Identified 5-HT neurons were located in regions of raphe magnus and raphe pallidus. D, Locations of all recorded 5-HT neurons in the midbrain (n � 10).
Identified 5-HT neurons were located in the following regions of the dorsal raphe dorsal, ventral, and caudal subnuclei. Coronal section schematics reproduced with permission from Paxinos and Watson (1998).
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Richerson, 2010; Massey et al., 2014; Liebenthal et al., 2015). As
an extension of the network inhibition hypothesis, seizure prop-
agation to GABAergic regions may also lead to depressed lower
brainstem function, including critical medullary regions causing
impaired cardiorespiratory function. Descending inhibitory in-
puts to the medulla could potentially arise from a number of
areas. Recent work has shown that seizure propagation to the
amygdala may play an important role in suppressing breathing,
especially given known inhibitory projections from the amygdala
to the brainstem (Dlouhy et al., 2015).

Further work is needed to more fully understand the mecha-
nisms of the decreased neuronal activity that we observed during
and after seizures in the midbrain and medullary raphe nuclei
and in identified serotonergic neurons in the medulla. In partic-
ular, it will be important to determine whether propagation of
seizure activity to specific regions outside of the seizure onset
zone are necessary and sufficient to produce the observed de-

pressed neuronal activity in the brainstem. The present study did
not differentiate between partial seizures and partial seizures with
secondary generalization to cortex and other brain regions that
may influence the degree of cardiorespiratory impairment and
depressed brainstem function. Both partial and secondary gener-
alized seizures are known to affect cardiorespiratory function and
the present findings likely represent a mixture of these seizure
types. Additional studies are needed with simultaneous record-
ings in potential sites of seizure propagation, including the cor-
tex, insula, amygdala, and other subcortical regions, to evaluate
their role in depressed brainstem function and cardiorespiratory
impairment. Future mechanistic work, including optogenetic ac-
tivation and inhibition of these propagation sites (Furman et al.,
2015), will also help to identify the network nodes responsible for
these changes. Another important direction for future studies in-
cludes the role of additional neurotransmitters aside from serotonin,
including acetylcholine, norepinephrine, glutamate, and others in

Figure 7. Midbrain raphe 5-HT neuron does not decrease firing during seizure. A, Seizure induced by 2 s stimulation of HC. After the stimulus, fast polyspike activity is seen in the HC
LFP. Single-unit activity (SUA) from the midbrain dorsal raphe serotonergic neuron continues firing without major overall changes during or after the seizure. Respiratory trace again
shows breathing flow amplitude and rate both decreased markedly during the ictal and post-ictal periods. B, Expanded segments of data from baseline, seizure, post-ictal, and recovery
periods from the boxed regions in A.
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the cardiorespiratory system and arousal
changes occurring during seizures. Prior
work has already demonstrated a potentially
important role for depressed subcortical
cholinergic systems in impaired cortical
arousal and loss of consciousness (Li et al.,
2015; Motelow et al., 2015; Furman et al.,
2015). It is interesting, for example, that we
observed decreased overall neuronal popu-
lation activity in the upper brainstem
medullary raphe nuclei with multiunit re-
cordings during seizures, whereas single-
unit activity in identified serotonergic
neurons in the midbrain dorsal raphe did
not consistently show decreased firing. It is
likely that other nonserotonergic neurons
contribute to the overall reduced activity
in the upper brainstem during seizures
(Motelow et al., 2015), leading to depressed
arousal, although consciousness was not
monitored in the present study. Nonsero-
tonergic neurons in fact make up a substan-
tial proportion of raphe neurons (Jacobs
and Azmitia, 1992; Hendricks et al., 1999;
Cerpa et al., 2014), so caution is necessary in
comparing single-unit recordings from
identified serotonergic neurons with multi-
unit recordings, which, due to electrode
geometry, sample from a much wider pop-
ulation of neurons. Other important factors
that could have contributed to the more
variable serotonergic firing in the midbrain
dorsal raphe include effects of partial versus
secondarily generalized seizures and vari-
able levels of anesthestics, including ket-
amine, known to modulate 5-HT neuronal
activity (McCardle and Gartside, 2012;
Massey et al., 2015), with possible differen-
tial effects in the midbrain versus medulla,
all of which should be investigated further.
Moreover, specific subpopulations of sero-
tonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe may be
responsible for depressed arousal in sei-
zures, whereas other serotonergic neurons
in the same region are less involved; this is
another important direction for future
study. Unlike serotonin neurons in the mid-
brain, identified serotoninergic neurons in
the medulla showed highly consistent re-
duced firing during and after seizures.

In conclusion, the present study dem-
onstrates overall decreased neuronal fir-
ing in the brainstem raphe nuclei during
and after seizures, as well as specific con-
sistent decreased firing of serotonergic
neurons in the medulla during times
when ictal and post-ictal cardiorespira-
tory function are depressed. This is an im-
portant step in directly demonstrating
marked changes in lower brainstem sero-
tonin function during seizures for the first
time. In addition, the availability of a con-
trolled animal model of brainstem and car-

Figure 8. Serotonergic neurons in medulla decrease firing during seizures, whereas firing of midbrain serotonin neurons
is mixed. A, B, Medullary raphe serotonergic neurons showed decreased firing during seizures and in the post-ictal period.
A, Raster plot of recovered 5-HT medullary raphe cells (n � 8 cells from 8 animals). B, Mean firing rate histogram data. C,
D, Midbrain raphe serotonergic neurons had variable changes in firing rate during seizures. C, Raster plot of recovered 5-HT
midbrain raphe neurons in dorsal raphe (n � 10 cells from 8 animals). D, Mean firing rate histogram data. Neurons in raster
plots (A, C) are ordered based on baseline firing rate for visualization. Histogram data (B, D) are presented as curvilinear
plots with firing rates in 1 s nonoverlapping bins. Data are from the 30 s baseline immediately before seizures, the first 30 s
after seizure onset, and the first 30 s after seizure end in the post-ictal period. Anatomical locations of all recorded neurons
are shown in Figure 7.
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diorespiratory impairment in acute seizures could greatly facilitate
future studies of the networks controlling these changes. These in-
vestigations will hopefully lead to improved treatments to prevent
the morbidity and mortality associated with cardiorespiratory im-
pairment among those living with epilepsy.
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